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SECTION1 A

1. What is the role ECC should be playing in the light of

a) the conditions in which the democratic movement is operating at present

b) the developments within the white community

c) likely developments in the future

d) ECC as a broad front around a single issue

e) other factors that your group thinks should be taken into consideration

2. In terms of how we see our role should ECC

a) support broader demands (by support is meant add name to a press statement
or a letter i.e. not active work)

b) enter into alliances with other organisations around broader demands 

Consider which demands (if any) would be appropriate for ECC to support or 

take up.

SECTION B

It is clear that ECC is under attack, through smears and direct attacks.

What do we think the aims of ths state are?

How should we, as ECC, respond?

How should we read the state's financial investigation?
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